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I have had to start making all his food from scratch and ever since then I love to cook all sorts of things. I
never used to cook until we found out my son is highly allergic to dairy. I started working fulltime in a
trucking company and during that time I took a test to work for a communications company. I was driving,
just me, myself, and I with the windows down hearing the choppy wind distribute through the car while little
wispy pieces of hair attacked my face. My wedding was in April of and as soon as I returned from my
honeymoon, the daycare was officially open for business. How much music do you listen to daily? Our
parents had us in  Maturity is spreading through all of me. Also, being a strong literate person, to me, is going
into a horrible situation and coming out 10 times stronger and more motivated. Welles had the bandanna
around his face trying to falter out as much bad air as possible. I absolutely love the feeling I get when I am
the one who teaches a kid something new, it gives me a sense of pride and accomplishment. They feel so into
it like it is their own thought or their own feeling. I am a musician by heart, mind and soul who has a passion
for children. I moved to Richardson, Texas, with my dad ring the summer of  Brenner High School in
Richardson, Texas, the fall of  Those days were most exciting days as I was independent and my thoughts
were developed to mould my life and career. During the time of staying home I chose to start school to better
educate myself, and then decided to begin babysitting as well. After two years at Fairmount, I went on
maternity leave and chose to stay at home with my son. She is lovable and friendly. I had no trouble in the
school with anything. I was born on a cold winter night, when even time seemed to stand still in my native
Bennington, Oklahoma. We had about 15 people per classroom and it was more girls than guys I would say.
Sadly, he never got to keep us. Aside from myself, my Mother also gave birth to my three younger brothers.
Between volunteering at the church Vacation Bible School and working at the summer camp I realized I have
a great connection with children and can help make a difference in their lives and that is what I seek to do. My
friend No matter how hard or bad of a day I am having, when I come to work and see the kids everything is a
million times better. Like matured enough to take things seriously. My two brothers and my older sister also
lived with my parents. Being literate also involves being able to write down every thought and feeling, in
hopes to perhaps give the reader chills. I taught the choir and I was able to pass on my knowledge of music
theory to children in grades K-8th. Shortly after I started working for Verizon in the sales service department.
The grading was on an easy scale which gave a wide range for an A and B and so forth. I love to be outside
with my family doing all types of activities, but the main hobby I have grown to love is cooking. What kinds
of music do you like to listen to? By January , I opened my own childcare center with a friend. Remembering
those years gives me a sense of joy and happiness and a sense of satisfaction in completing and achieving few
steps in life considered to be important. That ever morning when he got up he would put his suit, he would
have a nice white handkerchief in the pocket. It is true, but sometimes it is hard to handle things in highschool
life. I am studying hard and aiming high for I felt this feeling that I want to take my studies seriously.


